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THA during lockdown



Community updates



Quiz



Agony Aunt

 This Newspaper
is put together
by students, for
the school and
local community.
 We would LOVE
your input– if
you would like to
be involved,
please get in
contact with Mrs
Gardner or
reach out to a
STAR!

Looking to the future:
We are now approaching what would have been the end of the school
year; this means six weeks off. I would like to wish the best of luck to
the year 11’s and 13’s who will be receiving their much anticipated
exams results which will help them to decide their next path.
With more places open it’s starting to look more like normal but we
should all stay safe and follow the guidance given by the government.
Plans are being put in place to get us back to school and as much as
we all complain we all miss school in some way. It will be great to see
everyone back although it will be a little different. The STARs will be
working as hard as ever so if you would like to join or have any suggestions speak to Mrs Gardner. I hope you enjoy our newspaper and
feel inspired. Most importantly have a great break and come back to
school ready to learn.
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A Message of Hope
To all the patients suffering and fighting for their lives in hospital or
at home.
You will get through this, be strong.
You can do this
You can do this
To all the families who are grieving or looking after sick loved ones.
You can help them through it and they will survive.
You can do this
You can do this
To all the doctors, nurses and health care workers and teachers and
everyone who cares.
You are making a difference and you will survive and we will make it
through this and be safe.
You can do this
You can do this
To all the political people, you can guide the country through this and
make good decisions for all of us.
You can do this
You can do this
To all of the world we can stand up and beat this horrible virus together.
WE can do this.
From a student in year 9
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THA community greenhouse

At the Harefield Academy we have had a poly-tunnel and garden for many
years but over the past couple of years it had been forgotten. During the covid
-19 lockdown one of our teachers (who is an avid gardener) decided to get
our school growing.
As the children of keyworkers are currently in
school this provided us a great opportunity to
pass some time and hopefully get a harvest
which we can use. We started by using our muscles and digging the outdoor beds which had become overgrown. Furthermore, we also started
to germinate some seeds in the classrooms
(some of the seeds being older than us). We had
successes and failures but armed with some
newer seed we produced enough seedlings to
help our garden to thrive.
Once our plants were strong enough they were moved into our poly-tunnel
where we found some strawberries which required some love. We watered
our plants and took the weeds out of the bed so we could start to transplant
them. The radish and tomatoes were planted along with a couple of seeds
while the other plants sat in their pots and enjoyed to warmth and moisture.
Our squash grew and grew (now larger than our forearms), our tomato plants
have also been plentiful including species
such as beef steak.
We grew some apple trees as well as a
couple of saplings acquired by the mayor
of London’s scheme. The trees were initially outside but the monk jack deer ate the
leaves. Oh deer, oh deer. So we decided to
bring the trees into the poly-tunnel so they
could grow. We now have lots of plants
(some from cuttings) which include: radish,
cucamelons (we are interested to see the
results), cucumber, squash, sunflowers, sweetcorn, parsley and some jasmine.
It has been fantastic to grow some plants which has encouraged some students to be green fingered at home and a brought a new interest into the food
we eat. We look forward to harvesting our plants and using the fruit and vegetables to cook in our food and nutrition classes.
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THA and the Community
To everyone at home,
We hope you have all been staying safe.
These are some of the things we been up to at THA during these difficult
times.
We have made a colourful thank you banner for the NHS and KEY
WORKERS which is on display at the top of our school building. If you
are driving past, please take a look!
We been growing things in the greenhouse like sunflowers, strawberries,
cucumber, radishes, tomato , sweetcorn , beetroot , dwarf French beans…if
you take a look at our website you can see the full variety and read more
about our work in the garden.
Some of our students have also been sending letters and cards of well
wishes to the local care homes.
Staff and people in the community donated food and essential items witch
where given to those who needed it. We were proud to be able to help our
community and show our support.
Whilst some of us have been coming to school every morning we’ve been
making sure to keep fit- our mornings begin with a workout with Joe
Wicks. Then throughout the day we do lots of different activities like arts
and crafts and community work.
We have also discovered some bikes on site and the students have been fixing them and getting some additional exercise during our lunch breaks.
We have throughout all of this been working together to support each other
and get through this as one community.
We hope that you are all well and safe
THA student’s lockdown 2020!
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Community Update
Members of our school
community have been
supporting our NHS during the pandemic in a
number of ways.
One local restaurant has
been providing free meals to local Hospitals and also offering discount to all NHS keyworkers. What a wonderful
way to say thank you to all
those staff who are working
tirelessly to protect and care
for others.
We are extremely proud to
have many students and families supporting local services.

If you have any ideas / work
that you have been doing in
your community, please do
let us know.
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Quick quiz
What do the government recommend you to wear
on public transport?
PPE (personal protection equipment
Hat
Sunglasses
What’s the recommended distance that you
should stand away from someone?
1 inch
2 km
2 metres
What was the official slogan of the lockdown?
How long should you wash your hands for?
10 minutes
10 seconds
20 seconds
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Dear Pupils of THA,
I can only hope that you have been staying happy and
healthy during this unforeseen period of time.
For this edition, I wanted to talk to you about what different
activities you could be occupying yourselves with- as you
rest at home- to prevent your young minds from becoming
victims of boredom!
1) Decorate your room!
I personally believe that the process of decorating your
room can really bring you closer to yourself; you discover
what colours you like, what
styles you like, what kind of
vibe you wish to project of
yourself. You could perhaps pin
your favourite quotes or movie posters on the wall as well
to uplift your mood every time you place your foot into the
room. Also, it is a great opportunity to prove to your mum
that you’re in fact capable of cleaning your own room without being told to do so by her!
2) Arts and crafts
I am aware of how becoming part of
the unpredictable and demanding
world of high school can take a toll
on your creative mindset, and I
know how you promise yourself that
you will start a new art project but
every time your promise ends up

becoming merely an unfulfilled desire suspended in thin air.
But take this moment– when time seems to be by your side
for once– to release your inner artist out of your caged
mind. Do anything you wish to: make a card? Do a selfportrait? Make your own lucky charms?
3) Journaling
During this period of time, it is
completely okay to feel anxious
and perhaps even restless. You
begin to feel emotions and having
thoughts you never knew you
could have. It almost begins to feel
like a mini midlife-crisis! But to prevent yourself from going insane, you could begin journaling; just dedicate a few
minutes of your day to your thoughts and your thoughts only. Write these down somewhere– it doesn’t even have to be
in full sentences– and one day you will look back and marvel at how much of a poet you use to be!
I hope that you have enjoyed this conversation that we just
had and we shall talk again soon!
Stay happy, healthy and creative.
Yours truly,
Agony Aunt
By a Y10 student

